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Revelation  Session 5 

 

Opening Prayer 

 

Summary so far—  

 We are moving into the end of the story from this point. 

 Effects of the bowls, trumpets, seals 

 Existential Questions:   Who is really Lord of the World?  Will evil triumph?  If not, when will evil 

end?  The world will be transformed—as will heaven. 

 Advent questions 

 There are real limits to the power of a ruler/regime 

  Historical examples— from historian Al Carroll 

.1.Mongol-deaths of @10% of humanity. 

2. Manchu (brutal genocide in its conquests and crushing the Taiping Rebellion.) 

3. Soviet 

4. China under Mao 

5. British- genocides vs Natives, Australian Aboriginals, Tasmanians, Kenyans, several manmade 

famines in India that killed over 10 million. 

6. Nazi 

7. Japanese militarists 

8. Belgian- King Leopold's genocide in the Congo. 

9. Tamurlane- deaths of 5% of humanity. 

10. China under Chiang Kai shek- killed 10 million of his own people. 

 

This is certainly not to make light of the horrors committed by Pol Pot, the Armenian genocide, or 

Roman atrocities. If one were to continue the numbering based on death tolls, they all wind up in 

the teens of these rankings. 

 

As for the Aztecs, their atrocities have been incredibly exaggerated, first by the Spaniards and ever 

since, often by one person after another trying to justify or excuse conquest. The claimed death tolls 

get as ludicrous as supposedly a quarter million a year. The capital city had half a million people. 

Where would they get, or even put, those killed? 

 

The actual accurate estimates we have are 300-600 Aztec sacrifices a year, less than the number 

put to death by the death penalty for some nations. And most of them were volunteers. One can be 

appalled by both sacrifice and the belief sacrifice was necessary. (Really, how different is it from 

believing the death penalty reduces crime? Most evidence we have shows the opposite.) But the Az-

tec state doesn't deserve to even be in the top 100. Not only the Spaniards, but also Mexican dicta-

tor Porfirio Diaz have far worse records. 

 

The US ranking would have to add up deaths from slavery and the slave trade, genocide vs Natives 
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in the Trail of Tears, California Indian genocide, and extermination of the buffalo, atrocities in the 

Philippines War, targeting Axis civilians in WWII, North Koreans killed by chemical warfare 

(napalm), atrocities in Vietnam, carpet bombing Cambodia by Nixon, Reagan's support for geno-

cide in Guatemala, and aggression in Iraq. I'd say the US winds up in the teens in these rankings 

also. 

 

The French, Spanish, and Portuguese colonial empires likely wind up in the teens in these rankings 

also from brutal conquests and the slave trade.  

 

Check out https://steemit.com/history/@hursh/16-most-unbelievably-evil-empires-

in-history 

 

Images in the coming chapters are disturbing—it is evil being personified. 

Numbers—within a group of 7, 4 is most powerful 

 

The Harlot and the Scarlet Beast 

 Rome—many accomplishment s– cultural, political artistic, architectural—but leaders were dif-

ferent, especially Nero   Colosseum, Pantheon, aqueducts, roads, arches,  stability, - Cicero, Ovid, 

Virgil, Horace—calendar 

 John depicts Rome as harlot—typical imagery of his time— Jezebel, Duessa, 

 Rulers of Rome—Nero, Galbam Otho, Virtelluis, Vespian—Domitian 

 Idea that Nero will rise again.—blasphemous contrast to Lamb 

 Jeremiah 25— 

 Prostitution and fornication were common metaphors for idol worship and ostentatious show of 

wealth/material excess. 

 Harlot wears scarlet and purple, colors of royalty and violence; mark on her forehead 

 She is stripped naked—her ugliness is revealed (Duessa in the Faerie Queen) 

 The beast is the beast of the sea, now scarlet.  It has blasphemous names all over its body.    

 John’s descriptions are similar to those of Jeremiah in regard to Babylon 

 God’s vengeance is also connected to Rome’s role in the death of martyrs. 

 Angel of bowls is John’s interpreter—the beast  is the one who was, and is not, and is to rise. 

 Nero is the beast—the one who was, who is not, and is to come—in a reign similar to his own 

 Angel offers clue to one who has wisdom—seven hills of Rome—or seven ? Kings 

 10 horns represent ten kings still to come who will be of like mind with the beast 

 waters are the people of Rome who will be destroyed by the beast—evil is indiscriminate in its de-

struction.   (Life doesn’t discriminate between the sinners and the saints) 
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The Fall of Babylon 

 John is lingering over the destruction of Rome 

 The final plague caused the fall of Babylon/Rome 

 They have drunk the wine/koolaid 

 It’s time to leave before it’s too late 

 She will be burned with fire 

 Kings will mourn—punished for idolatry 

 Merchants will mourn—punished for luxury, wealth—failure to care for God’s people 

 Shipmasters and sailors will mourn—Rome is no longer a place of trade—and their actions show 

most grief 

 All three groups are upset bc they will personally suffer when Rome is destroyed 

 28 items are named—4x7—final in list is slaves—the only thing procured by violence 

 Only ones left in Rome are those who stubbornly refuse to repent—but even now they can choose 

to repent and be saved—to the bitter end, God’s mercy is offered= grace is available. 

 Let the arrogance of Rome be equal to her punishment 

 Angel throws millstone into sea to show swiftness of God’s justice.  

 Litany of the good things of Rome that will end 

 Last verse has no quotation marks/ uses present tense 

 

The Heavenly Liturgy 

 John is allowed to witness heavenly liturgy 

 Four living creatures and 24 elders  

 Everyone gives praise to God— 

 Three women in Revelation— the woman giving birth, the harlot and  the Bride —given a gown—

made from the righteous deeds of holy ones—metaphor for Church—Bride of Christ 

 “Blessed are those who have been called to the wedding feast of the Lamb” 

 John is told not to worship angel—he is a prophet or witness but not God 

 Seven visions of vindication and final judgment that are very graphic—the rider of white horse is 

Jesus—bloodied before the battle—sword from his mouth—the Word of God—is his only weapon 

 Vision of God’s supper—birds eating flesh 

 Vision of destruction of beast and false prophet 


